SHARP-TAILED GROUSE DANCING GROUND SURVEY

**DANCING GROUND INFORMATION**

GROUND NUMBER: ________________

DATE: ________________ TIME: ________________ OBSERVER: ________________

LOCATION: LSD ____ QRT ____ SEC ____ Tp ____ Rg ____ W __

LEK GPS: NAD 83- UTM - Easting: ____________ Northing: ____________

HAS LEK LOCATION CHANGED: YES NO UNKNOWN

OBSERVATION POINT: E ____________ N ____________ (optional)

**DANCING GROUND COUNT**

NUMBER OF: COCKS _______ WHAT TYPE OF COUNT DID YOU GET?

: HENS _______ UNDISTURBED

: UNCLASSIFIED _______ FLUSH

TOTAL NUMBER OF BIRDS: _______ BOTH (Undisturbed + Flush)

HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU WITH YOUR COUNTS:

GOOD (I Got Them All) MEDIUM (I Think I Got Them All) POOR (I Didn’t Get a Good Count)

**WEATHER/CLIMATE INFORMATION**

WIND: SPEED _______ km/hr

DIRECTION N NW NE S SW SE W E

TEMPERATURE: ________________ °C

CLOUD COVER: ____________ %

PRECIPITATION: NIL LIGHT MEDIUM RAIN SNOW OTHER

COMMENTS: (Range Condition, Cattle, and Potential Problems near Lek, Landowner Changes, Predators, Etc.)

__________________________

__________________________
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